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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note, which is a continuation of [6], is to show that in 
scattering by an infinitely differentiable,, compactly supported potential the 
poles of the scattering operator are polynomially distributed. In addition the 
trace formula discussed in [6] is proved for scattering by a compact 
obstacle. 
The scattering operator, S (see [4]), associated to A + V, VE C~(R”), 
n > 3 odd, is a f-translation invariant operator on R, x S”-’ with Schwartz 
kernel of the form 
s(t) 6,(6) - a(t, e, w) E Y’(lR x s-’ x ,,-I). 
The Fourier transform in C, the scattering amplitude, 
a@, 19, w) = Ci%(f, t9, w) dt 
is meromorphic in 1 with values in P(S”-’ x S”-‘) and poles {Aj} all in 
Im Aj > 0. 
Ordering the Aj, with multiplicity, so that the ]Aj] form a non-decreasing 
sequence, set 
N(T)=max{j; lhjl < T} 
the number of poles with absolute value less than T. It is shown below that, 
provided VE CT(R”), there are constants C, p such that 
N(T) < C(1 + T)p. (1) 
No attempt has been made here to discuss the precise asymptotic behaviour 
of N(T) or of the poles themselves, since the method used to derive (1) 
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cannot t le expected to give the optimal bound. If V is real and either non- 
negative or non-positive a corresponding lower bound, even on the number of 
pure imr .ginary poles, can easily be found by modifying an argument of Lax 
and Phillips in [5]. 
A dirc:ct consequence of (1) is that the trace formula, proved in [6] for 
t > 0, can be extended uniformly into t > 0 in the following sense: 
(2) T:~EOREM. If U(t) is the waue group corresponding to A + V, V E 
C,([R”), n > 3 odd, and U,,(t) is the free group, for VE 0, then for q 
suflcien, ly large and with equality in the sense of distributions 
c tqeitAJ t>o 
tr tq(U(t) - Uo(t)) = j 
7 tqeVitXj 
(3) 
t < 0 
where tire sums on the right, over poles and L2 eigenvalues, converge 
uniform1 . 
As wi:h the results of [6], the estimate (1) and trace formula (3) can be 
extended to other compact scattering problems, such as by metric pertur- 
bations :md by obstacles. Although this is not carried out here it is shown 
below, iii Section 4, how the methods of [6] can be extended to prove the 
trace for nula in t > 0. 
(4) TIIEOREM. If E(t, x, y) is the fundamental solution of the wave 
equation, with Dirichlet boundary condition in an exterior, Cm, domain 
S2 c R, t’ > 3 odd: 
(0: -A,) W, x, Y) = 0 in IR,XRXfi 
W-J x, Y) = 0, DpW, x, Y) = 6(x - Y) 
w, x, Y) = 0 XEX? 
then for zny p E Cy(R+), (p(.), I?(., x, y)) is C” in fix fi and 
2 I (P(-1, Et.9 x9 4) dx = c p”(-$1 ” (5) 
where B( 1) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of p and the sum extends over 
all poles of the scattering matrix. The same is true for Robin boundary 
condition with the sum extended to include those A, in Im I Q 0 such that nj 
is an eig~mvalue of the Laplacian, A = C 0:. 
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2. THE DETERMINANT 
In this section, using some estimates proved in Section 3, the polynomial 
upper bound in (I), on the number of poles, is derived. This is accomplished 
by selecting an entire function, which has the poles amongst its zeros, and 
using Weyl’s eigenvalue estimates to show that it is of finite order as a 
function of exponential type. 
Recall that the distribution 
is entire in 1, for n odd, n > 3, and satisfies 
(A - A’) e, = -6(x - y) 
for a suitable choice of the constant. For Im 1 < 0, -e, is the Schwartz 
kernel of the resolvent, (A -A’)-‘, where A is considered as an unbounded 
self-adjoint operator on IT?“. For YE C~(lR”) we consider the 
Lipman-Schwinger kernel 
gA = e,dx, Y) VW (6) 
and, by choosing a second function p E CF(iR”) which has p = 1 on 
supp( V’), the modified kernel 
(8) PROPOSITION. If Q is the ball of radius R centered at the origin, then 
for R large enough, h, is the Schwartz kernel of a compact operator, H(A), 
on L”(Q) entire in A. The values of L in Im I > 0 for which Id - H(A) is not 
invertible are precisely the poles of the scattering amplitude of V, with 
multiplicity of the eigenvalue equal to the order of the pole. 
ProoJ: Since e, is clearly the Schwartz kernel of a pseudodifferential 
operator, E(A), on IR”, of order -2 the first part of the proposition follows 
directly from (7) which shows that 
H(A)=p-E(A). V (9) 
is certainly compact on L2(Q) if supp(p) c Q. 
To prove the remainder of the proposition we need to recall a suitable 
characterization of the poles. It is shown by Lax and Phillips in [4] that the 
poles are precisely, with multiplicity, the eigenvalues in Im 1 > 0 of the 
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infinitesimal generator of their semigroup Z(t). In the free space translation 
represen:ation this infinitesimal generator, B, is of the form (see [6]) 
B=--D,+/l, 
on L*((--R, R) X S”- ‘), where A, is a compact operator which has Schwartz 
kernel supported in a compact subset of (-4, R) x S”-’ x (4, R) x S”-‘. 
The ‘lomain of B consists of those functions in the Sobolev space 
H’((-R, R); L*(S”-‘)) which vanish at s = -R. In particular any such 
eigenfun ction 24, 
Bu=Au in (-R, R) x S”-’ (10) 
is Cm and vanishes identically in -R < s < -R t E and has 
IC = u,(B) ecisA (11) 
in R - ,: < s < R, for some fixed E < 0. Now, if u is such an eigenfunction 
there is a unique extension uA which vanishes in s < -R and for which (11) 
holds ir s > R. In fact if 
I 
r 
c((I = e-iso eiru(A vu)(r, 0) dr (12) 
-co 
then U, = uA at o = A. Moreover, clg is entire in (T and for Im u < 0 is in 
L’(lR x S”-‘). The intertwining properties of the modified Radon transform, 
9, usetl to define the free space translation representation show that 
satisfier. 
(A-d)v,t vv=o 
where I*= 37’~. Since V, E L*(lR”) for Im u < 0 this shows that 
VW=-(A -.2)-I vv 
for Im lr < 0 and hence for all u E C. Thus, 
v, = G(u) . v = G(u) . a.~ 
where I;(U) is the operator with kernel g, and u = pv. Finally, for u = ;1, 
vo=lr so 
LLL = pG(A) a~ = H(A) w 
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shows that u E L’(Q) is in the kernel of Id - H(A). The converse is similar, 
priving the proposition. 
As noted above, H(L) is a compactly supported pseudodifferential 
operator of order -2. Thus if k = (n + I)/2 then ZYk(3,) is a compactly 
supported pseudodifferential operator of order -2k = --n - 1. Thus (see, for 
example, Hormander [3]) Hk(l) is of trace class. The determinant 
h(L) = det(Id - Hk@)) (13) 
is therefore an entire function (see Dunford and Schwartz [2]). Using the 
eigenvalue stimates obtained in the next section we can now prove the main 
technical result. 
(14) PROPOSITION. The function h(A) is entire of exponential type,’ that 
is, for some constants C, p 
Ih(A C exp(C I Al”) AEC. (15) 
ProoJ: Recall (see Dunford and Schwartz [2]) the convexity estimates of 
Weyl: 
(16) 
where the pj(S) are the characteristic values of S, that is, the eigenvalues of 
the positive square root (S*S)“‘. Moreover, 
PkpPk> G Pp(fok VP* (17) 
Thus the estimates, obtained in Corollary 35 below, are relevant. From (7) it 
follows that 
IIW>ll< CwP IImW + IJl>’ (18) 
as a bounded operator on L’(Q). Combining (17) and Corollary 35, Hk has 
at most (2 + II ])kN’ characteristic values greater than one and these each 
have the bound (18). Again from the second part of Corollary 35 the 
remaining eigenvalues have a uniform bound 
/JL+j(Hk) < (2 + IA()““j-“-I j>O 
L < (2+lJl) kN’ for some other constant N”. Inserted into (16) this gives the 9 
desired bound (15). 
Proof of (1). The polynomial estimate (1) is an immediate corollary to 
this proposition since such a bound on the zeros holds for any entire 
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function of exponential type (see Ahlfors [ 1 I). If {u,} are the zeros of h(A), 
with mu Itiplicities, and ) a, 1 non-decreasing and 
N,(T) = max{j; IUjl < T) 
then 
N/((T) < C’(1 + qP’ 
and finally, since N(T) Q N,(T), the upper bound in (1) follows. 
3. EIGENVALUE ESTIMATES 
The ntain idea used in the estimation of the characteristic values of H(1) is 
the decc mposition of the Schwartz kernel of H(L) into a comparatively large 
but smoothly varying part and a singular part near the diagonal. Thus, with 
R fixed throughout, let 
Q={xEIR”;(x,(<R,j=l,..., n) (19) 
be the r,-cube of sidelength 2R centred at the origin. For each integer N >, 0 
let Q(lV, a) be the n-cube of sidelength 2R/(2N t 1) centred at 
2Ra/(2iJ+ l), a E Z”: 
Then, if [[all = max{la,l;j= l,..., n}, 
Q = ,, iN QW a> (21) (I 
is a me;uure-disjoint union. 
For each N this gives a natural orthogonal decomposition 
L’(Q) = @ L2(QWp a)) 
(1 
(22) 
corresponding to which each bounded operator, B, on L’(Q) generates a 
matrix ~)f operators 
B,dN): L’(Q(N a)) --* L2(Q(N, a’)) 
such th it 
B= c B,la. 
Il4& ‘II0 
(23) 
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The Schwartz kernel of B,,, is just the restriction to the product Q(N, a’) X 
Q(N, a) of the Schwartz kernel of B. 
In particular, consider the operator E(1) on L’(Q) with Schwartz kernel 
e, = c,(d _ ~2)n/2-1/2(e-illx-yl/~). 
(24) 
Let ,uj be thejth characteristic value of the corresponding operator, that is, 
the jth eigenvalue in decreasing order of 
where rr,: L’(Q) -+ L’(Q(N, a)) is the orthogonal projection. The kernel e, is 
analytic away from the diagonal and this leads to estimates for the 
appropriate ~j(E, ,,). 
(25) LEMMA. There is a constant C such that if 1 a’ - al = 
~la~-ajl>nandILI(NgllZI+l thenjkreachpElN theCPnormof 
the Schwartz kernel of E,,, satisfies 
c sup ,y, <p QW.a') XQW.a) IDl;,y,eAl < CPtl(l + IA.l)“p+2”p! e2R’“A. (26) 
Proof: The condition la’ - al > n implies that Ix - yl> 22?/(2N + 1) in 
QV, a’) x QtN a) and then the hypothesis 111 <N + 1 implies that 
Ix - yI> R/(2 II I), if II I > 1. A simple inductive argument shows that 
e-illx-yl 
where p, is a polynomial of degree at most 1 y 1 + 2n in I and x, y separately, 
with coefficients bounded by ClYl+’ I yllYi for some C. This gives the desired 
estimates (26) for each p. 
(27) PROPOSITION. There is a constant C such that for each a’, a with 
!l’-a’> 
n and N such that IA I < N Q (11 + 1 the characteristic values of 
n ,a satisfy 
,uj(E,,J < Cp+‘(l + Inl)“““““p! e2R*mAjj-p’” (28) 
for aNpE N. IfI a’ - al & n then for some constant C, 
A#,,,) < C(1 + 1Al)4nj-2’n. (29) 
Proof. It suffices to prove (28) for even values of p, p = 2q. If Q’ c Q is 
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the cube of sidelength R centred at the origin then there is a constant C such 
that for each p E N an extension operator exists: 
F;: H”(Q’) -, tip(Q) F;(u) = u in Q’ 
11q < cp+’ where tip(Q) = { c1 E HP(iR”); supp u c Q}. 
By scali lg it follows that with C independent of p, N there is an extension 
operator 
Fp: HP(Q(N, a)) -, tip(X) 
where X = {x E I?“: 1x1 Q 2nR}, with 
llFp’,ll < Cp+‘(N + l)p. 
Now, if A -’ is the solution operator to the Dirichlet problem in X, A-’ : 
L2(X)+L2(X) with A-tf=u ifAu= f in X, ulax=O, then 
E ata = ~,~A-q(AqF2qEo,,). (31) 
The chayacteristic values, and hence eigenvalues, of A-’ satisfy 
pj(A -“) < Cq+ Ij-2q’n 
with C independent of q, and (26), (30) taken together give a bound 
IIAqFzqE,,,II < C2q+1(l + Gus)“““““! e2R1ml 
providec IA I Q N Q 111 -t 1. The standard inequality 
PjF) Q IIA II PjCB) 
gives (2 3). 
Next consider the extimates (29) on the E,,, supported near the diagonal. 
Replack rg e -*Atx-y’ by its Taylor series truncated after 3n steps shows that 
(32) 
where tire Schwartz kernel of R, is in C” with norm 0(( 1 + IA I)““). Each of 
the fini-.e sum of terms in (32) is n,,fin, with fi a pseudodifferential 
operato], of order -2 and the remainder term is certainly trace class so (29) 
follows directly. 
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(33) THEOREM. There are constants C, N such that the characteristic 
values of the operator E(A) on L”(Q) with Schwartz kernel (24) satisfy 
p,(~(A))( cl+lAl(l + I~I)N(IAltI) e2RIm~j-(lAltI)/n 
+ C(1 + Inl)"j-'/n. (34) 
Proof The estimate 
can be applied to the sum 
using the fact that for ] 11 < N < ] L ] t I there are at most (2 ] 11 t 3)” terms. 
The estimates (29) give the second term in (34) when applied to those E,,, 
with ] a’ - a] < n. The first term in (34) comes from the estimates (28) for 
]a’--a]>nbysettingp=Ntl~]I~tl. 
(35) COROLLARY. There is an integer N’ such that H(A) in (9) has at 
most (2 + IA()“’ charactristic values greater than 1 and if ,uj(Z-Z(J.)) are the 
characteristic values less than 1, &((H(I)) < C( 1 t I Al)“‘j-““. 
4. TRACE FORMULA 
To prove (3). it is only necessary to observe that, following [6], the 
equation holds in t > 0 and as 
q-t) = u*(t) 
also holds in t < 0. For some 4 > 0 it follows from (2) that the series on the 
right in (3) converges uniformly near 0, so that the difference of the two 
sides is a distribution supported at 0, hence some sum of derivatives of the 
Dirac distribution. Increasing q if necessary to annihilate these terms gives 
(3). 
The extension of the proof given in [6], of the trace formula for scattering 
by a compactly supported potential, to scattering by an obstacle is mainly a 
technical question. The principal component in that proof is the use of a 
Hilbert space of functions with stepped regularity. Here we use closely 
related spaces, the main change being in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
obstacle. It is also necessary to allow for the fact that singularities may 
persist in the interaction region, i.e., the obstacle may be trapping. 
Recall that an obstacle B c IR”, n > 3 odd, is a compact Coo submanifold 
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with boundary and dimension n such that the complement, ~2 = [R “\3, is 
connectld. Classical, or acoustical, scattering concerns the long-time 
behaviorr of solutions to the wave equation in the exterior region 
(0; -A) u(t, x) = 0 in iRX$2 (36) 
with a suitable self-adjoint boundary condition. We shall consider the 
Dirichle t condition 
u=o in IRXaG (37) 
or the F.obin boundary condition 
a,u = yu on IR XX2 (38) 
where 6, is the outward normal at aJa = M, i.e., pointing into 0, and y E 
Coo@9: is the elasticity. The special case where y E 0 in (38) gives the 
Neumar n condition. For solutions of (36) the boundary conditions (37), 
(38) are well defined in view of Peetre’s theorem. 
The solution of the Cauchy problem for (36), (37), 
u=u,, D,u = u, at t=O 
gives a unitary group (unitarity is not used below) 
w&>: (~0, u,) I-+ 040, DAt>> 
on the :.ppropriate Hilbert space 
H&q = {(uo, u,); Ul E WQ), &I E wq/ 
(39) 
(40) 
where Ii’(Q) is the Sobolev space of all locally integrable functions u0 with 
square-integrable derivatives, Djuo E L’(R), j = l,..., n, and with u = 0 
on X?. With respect o the norm 
(41) 
k’(0) is the closure of C:(Q), the space of C” functions with compact 
support in 0, for n > 3. For Neumann boundary condition the solution to 
(36), (38) with y = 0 and (4) defines a unitary group on 
IN = {(uo, 4): u, E L2W, uo E Wf4~ (42) 
where t re Sobolev space H’(L?) consists of functions in L&&2) with Djuo E 
L2(L?), .i = l,..., n, and the same norm (41). With Robin boundary condition 
the solution group to (36), (38), (39) acts on HN. 
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Since HD C. H = H’(lR”) @ L*(lR “) is isometrically embedded, if 
(u,,, ui) E HP is extended as zero into b, the modified Radon transform of 
Lax and Phillips can be applied directly. Now, 
9’: H++L’(T? x P-‘) n > 3, odd (43) 
is an isometric isomorphism which converts the free wave group Uo(t) into 
translation to the right in the first variable. So 
$j,=S’. H,cL*(IR xS”-‘) (44) 
is a closed subspace on which the conjugate group 
UD(f) = 9 * W&) * Lr 1 (45) 
acts unitarily. Again from the results of Lax and Phillips, 
g- @ c?2+ = L*((-m, -R) x S”-‘) 0 L’((R, 00) x F-l) c $j, (46) 
provided 
R >d=sup{~x~;xEO}. (47) 
In particular, the projection off the sum in (46), of incoming and outgoing 
subspaces, onto 
~=B,O(%O~+), 7LD,: jj, L, 3; (48) 
defines a strongly continuous semigroup 
zD(t):q+xD, ZD(O = =Ll ’ ~D(O Vt>O. 
The basic idea in the trace formula is the computation of 
(49) 
tr Z,(P) = tr 1 Z,(t) p(t) dt, pE cp+). 
In fact, Z,(p): XD -+9F”, is not trace class unless supp(p) c [2R, 00) for 
some R as in (47). To modify X, to a Hilbert space on which Z,(p) is trace 
class we first discuss the orthogonal complement: 
JT; = L2(IR X S”-‘)@&. (51) 
(52) PROPOSITION. Xi cX= L2((-R, R) X S”-‘) consists of those 
functions k = S’(u,, u,) with u, E L2(@), extended as zero in 0, u, E H’(IR”) 
satisfying 
Au,=0 in R. (53) 
580/53/3-l 
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If (u6,24;) E H’(lR”) X L’(iR”) then k=A?(u,, ul) is the projection of 
(u;, 24;) blt0.T; if 
I 
ul in d u, = 
0 
in 9 24, = 24; in d (54) 
and (53) holds. 
Proof: The first inclusion follows from (46). The remainder of the 
proposition is just the analysis of the complement H,I in H, transferred to 
L2(IR x :‘+i) by the isometric isomorphism9. 
(55) C~OR~LLARY. Suppose x E C”(IR”) has x = 1 in 1x1 > R, where (47) 
holds, x == 0 in 1x1 < R/2 and in neighbourhood of B then for each k E Xh, 
k’=.S’qS’-‘kECm(IR xS”-‘)n& (56) 
(in partiudar, supp k’ c [-R, R] x S”-‘). 
Proof. From the proposition, x9-‘k = hu,, 0), for k E jr,‘, where uO E 
H’(IR”) : atisfies (53). Thus, from the ellipticity of the Laplacian, 
A(&) = f E C~(iR”) 
with sup l(f) c { ] x ] < R } = B, . The intertwining properties of 9 show that 
and since: k’ E L2(lF? x S”-l), with support in [-R, R], (56) follows. 
Now \~e can define the basic Hilbert spaces to be used in the proof of the 
trace fornula. Recall the spaces 8N,p introduced in [6]; but replacing d by R 
as in (47 ), 
8N.p~ 6 Hj,p 
j=l (57) 
H,,p = L2(I,,j; Hp’N--j)(S”--)) 
where (--R, R) = Ui IN,j, IN,, = (-(2R/W(N/2 - j + I), -WW~P -A) 
and the *emark made there, as (25), 
aP): BN,P -+ b,,, is trace class 
provided p > n, p(t) = 0 for t < 2R/N. 
(58) 
Indeed t ris result, (58), for the free semigroup is the basic property required 
of the sI ace on which the trace is to be computed. 
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Now, with x, R as above set 
~~~,,={kE.~=L2((-R,R)~S”-L);~.‘.’~-1kE8N.p} (59) 
with the intersection norm IlkJI’ = llkll,$ + (1.9 . x . 9?‘kll~,P. Thus, 
elements of MN,P are unrestrained near the obstacle, b, but must satisfy the 
additional regularity of $,,, elsewhere. 
Since Cm([-R, R] x S”-I) c $j,,, for every p, N > 0 it follows from 
Corollary 55 that 
(61) PROPOSITION. Define Z;(p) on .F by using the decomposition .W = 
3; @ .Tgj: 
G(p): 3 3 (4’3 $“) ++ (ZD(PM’, 0) E 3. (62) 
Then, for any p > n and p E CF(iR ‘) with 
SUPP(P) = PRIN fR - 4 
ZA: . NN,p + L Ni,p is trace class. 
(63) 
(64) 
Proof: We first prove (64) in the free case, with Z;(p) replaced by Z,(p), 
the free space semigroup. Of course, if LHN,P is replaced by $jN,p this is just 
(58). Now, 
Z,(p)k = Ak + Z,(p) A?( 1 - x) .R - ‘k, Ak = Z,(p) <%?,@’ - ‘k (65) 
and x= 1 in 1x1 > R, so 9(1 -x)%9-‘kE.F. Choose x’E Cm@?“) with 
x’ = 1 in 1x1 > R such that x = 1 on the support ofx’. 
Directly from the definition of XN,P, 9x9 -’ is bounded from .Ji,, into 
8 N,p and since Z,(p) is trace class on b,,, it follows that A is trace class 
from J$N,P as a map into a,,,. Moreover, W,(p) is a properly supported 
smoothing operator on R”, so 
,W(l -x/)9-‘A =.%?(l -f)A-‘7&W,(p)x~~-’ 
= z5ql -x’) W,(p),@-’ 
using the fact that (1 -x’) has support in IxI< R, and is a closed linear 
operator into Cm([-R, R] X S”-‘), hence trace class into both a,,, and 
4.P’ Thus, 3’~‘9-‘A, the difference between A and this part, is also trace 
class into aNap. Now, the image of 9x’9-’ lies in the closed subspace of 
those k satisfying 
S@-‘k= k. 
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Clearly the topologies of a,,, and JV~,~ coincide on this subspace, so 
9x’,%?‘A is a trace class on the space NN,p. Thus, in the decomposition 
Ak=9x’9-1Ak+9(l -x’)sr’Ak 
both operators on the right are trace class on JV~,~, hence so is A. 
On tlte other hand, (1 -x) 9?-‘k has support in the ball (1x1 <R} so the 
second term in (65), ~5% IV&)( 1 - x) 5%’ - ‘k, also gives a continuous linear 
map in-o ?(I-R, R] x S’-‘) hence certainly trace class from cKN+p into 
JfG,p* ‘I his proves that, 
Z,(p): HN,p --+ bKN,p is trace class 
if p > n and supp(p) c (2R/N, m). 
(66) 
To pl’ove (64) it is now sufficient, recalling (60), to show that 
z,(P): 4.p -%I -4,p (67) 
is trace class, since Z;(p) annihilates Xi, and hence to show that 
Ed*) - Z,(*)>(P): ‘,G,p n?il+ 4Q 
is trace class. This map can be rewritten 
(68) 
71 .w * (W,(p) - W,(p)) * .w - ’ and since 
f+idP) - w,(P): HrJ -+ (19 E wm; supp(d) = BR,Z] 0 WC”))’ 
(69) 
this ma? certainly has image in sHN+p, for any N, p and is trace class. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
After (64) the remainder of the proof of the trace formula (5) is essentially 
straight brward. 
(70) LEMMA. For p E CF(IR +), 
tr., ZA(P) = C RmAji> 
o(B) 
where c Y = MN,p with R and N chosen so large (in that order) that (63) 
holds a zd p > FL 
Proq: It suffices to show that, with the multiplicity of ~j E a@,), p(-nj) 
is an ei,:envalue of Z;(p) on MN,p. Lax and Phillips, in [4], have shown that 
B D, thl: infinitesimal generator of Z,(t) = exp(itB), has purely discrete 
spectruln consisting of eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. Thus, on 
.X itse f, the spectrum of Z;(p) does indeed consist of the P(-Aj) with 
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generalized eigenspaces those of B,. It therefore only remains to show that 
all these generalized eigenspaces lie in MN,P. 
The infinitesimal generator A, of W,(t) has domain 
q4,) = HD n [H2(f2) @ H’(n)] 
which imposes only conditions in 1x1 < R on an element of H n (H*(lR”) @ 
H’ (IF?“)). Just as discussed in [6] for the potential problem the domain 
D(B,) cG?“j’j consists of those k E 9 of the form n,,R(u,, u,), with 
(u,, u,) E D(A,) and in addition 
k(-R, .)=O k E D(B,). (71) 
If k E D(B,) is an eigenfunction set k=k,+k,, k, = 
.%?(l -~)&%-‘k E.Z’h. It remains to show that k, E b,,,. Since x= 1 in 
(xl > R, both k and k, vanish at s = -R, so k, E D(B,). Moreover, since k, 
has support in (-R, R] x S”-’ 
Bk,=.S’A(l -X)9-‘k. (72) 
The pair .W-‘k, in 1x1 <R, depends only on k in IsI < R so 
(A -A).@-‘k=O in {/xl < R)fTQ. 
In particular the regularity of the Dirichlet problem shows that 9-‘k is C” 
in {lx1 <R/J nfi for any R’ (R. Using (72), 
-Z=(B-1)k,=.R+I-&(l-x)9-‘kEC”O(lRxS”-’) (73) 
has support in IsI < R. 
Finally, since .R-‘k, vanishes near P 
Bk, = D, k, , 
Combining this with (73) and the fact that k is an eigenfunction with eigen- 
value 1 gives 
(D, -A) k, = 1, k,(-R, a) = 0. 
Hence k, E P([-R, R] x S”-‘) 4 BN,, so k E NN,P by definition. The 
argument for generalized eigenfunctions i  similar, proving the lemma. 
As noted in (66) under the same conditions (47), (63) on R, N, p > n, 
Z,(p) is also trace class. Moreover, Z,(p) is nilpotent. 
ZOW = 0 on Z’ if k(inf a supp(p)) > 2R 
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so it follows that 
with Jy‘ as in Lemma 70. Under the same conditions therefore, 
tr.,&h(p) - Z&)> = JJ &-Aj,>* 
o(B) 
(75) 
NW Z.,(P) - Z,(P) = =,% - WG(P) - w,@>> ST’ and K&J) - w,(p) is 
a contiruous map from H into ({d E P(Q); supp($) c BRIZ} @ P(P))‘. 
Thus Z;,(p) - Z,(p) certainly maps the whole of X into each LHN,P and is 
thereforr: trace class on X, and with all eigenspaces contained in MN,P the 





for all k E L*(lf? x S-i), by the finiteness of the speed of propagation, so by 
the samI: reasoning 
(78) 
o(B) 
The Schwartz kernel of W,(p) can be written 
( 
D,E E 
D;E D,E i 
where E (t, x, y) is the solution of the problem 
(0: -A,) E(t, x, Y> = 0 iRXRXR 
qo, x, Y) = 0, D,E(O, x, Y) = 6(x - Y) 
W, x, Y) = 0 XELU2. 
A sinlple computation of the type above now shows that 
(79) 
trHWW) - W,(P)) = 2 j, (P, D,E(., x, xl> dx (80) 
with the integrand a C” function of x, vanishing in 1x1 > R. Combined with 
(78) thi:; proves the trace formula (5). 
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Next we turn, very briefly, to the proof of the trace formula for the case of 
Robin boundary conditions. To extend the group W,, defined by the 
boundary condition (3) to an action on the whole of H we use the extension 
operator 
I;: H’(f2) @L2(iR) 3 (uo, u,) k+ (u;, 24;) E H’(iR”) 0 L*(w) 
where u; is just u, extended as zero and u/, = u,, in a, with Au; = 0 in 8, 
ui = u, on XL This is certainly a bounded extension operator and gives 
W’(t): H 3 (u;, u;) I-+ FW(t)(u,, u,) E H 
where (uO, u,) = (~6, ui). Defining 
XN= {kE~;k=n~F(u,,u,),(u,,u,)EH,} 
the modified operator Z;(p) = KU@) = ~5%’ W;(p) 9-l becomes trace class 
on A’” defined as before. We leave the details of the proof to the interested 
reader. 
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